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ATmosi I ERIC X-RAY EMISSION EXPERIMENT
FOR SIIUTTI,E*
+t
It. A. C,oldlx•rg;t
K. 1.. Hallam+
.1. G. F,mming; i
The Atmospheric X-ray Emission F weriment (AXEE) for
Shuttle is designed to measure the spatial, temporal, and
energy distribution of X-ray aurorae produc-ed by precipi-
tating; electrons. It X011 provide vital data on solar-
terrestrial relationships that may lead to defining; the trans-
fer mechanism that causes certain terrestrial weather evens
and climatological behavior. The instrument coi,c •ept is based
on a Spatially sensitive multj%Ore proportional counter, corn
bined with collimators to produce X-ray images of the aurot
It will be mounted on an instrument pointing; system to provide
the required attitude control and is ol,erated by the Spacelab
payload specialist %%ho has full control over its observing; and
data taking; modes.
INTRODUCTION
The concept that certain terrestrial weather events and climatologica l behavior
are induced by solar phenomena is based on statistical correlations. 'These in-
clude variability with solar activity ] , sol:ir magnetic boundary passage2 , 3 , the
single and double sunspot cycles ` , 5 , and others. To understand such statistical
relationships, we must determine the physical processes required to stimulate
the observed correlations and trace the sequencing; between cause and effect. A
look at the energetics involved, e.g. ,6 demonstrates that the energy sup-Hed to
the Earth's atmosphere by specific solar events is inadequate to feed a typical
tropospheric storm system. This suggests instead, that solar events might
generate terrestrial weather events through triggering7 9 8 , i.e. ,small bursts of
4b	 *Prepared for the Proceedings of T 	 y-First Annual Meeting of the AAS. August 26-29, 1975. Denver,
Colorado.
fGoddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Mari land 20771
#Sall Brothers Research Corporation. Boulder, Colorado 80302
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tenergy input might provoke weather disturixinces by modulating stratospheric and
tropospheric centers of unstable equilibrium.
The ideas outlined above have been n nrin:ary motivation for our pro posing a
Solar — Terrestrial Weather Facility for the Applications Spacelah program, in
order to study the various processes and mechanisms responsible for relating
weather formation to solar activity. In this facility, we envision performing
observational experiments with a c •omp:atible grouping of instruments designed
to study the pertinent physical processes. The full grouping would conceivably
observe sola r, m:atmetospherie, ionospheric, and atmospheric processes simul-
taneously, to inquire into the validity of any suggested theories.
This paper offers a possible mechanism for triggerin, , the observed correlation
:in,I introduces the •
 Atmospheric X-rav Emission VKperit. lent (AXE E) as a new oh-
servation:0 means to investigate the r,roposed concept. AXF.E is designed to
serve as a primary experiment in the proposed Spacelah Scalar — Weather Facil-
ity, but would also be suitable for flights on oth-o r Spacelah missions.
The Spacel:0) provides a good platform for AXES and the Sol:ir — Weather Facil-
ity. It can nicely support the instrumental and operational requirements for the
Cxperimental investigation. It ^\ ill also permit multiple 7 to 30 day missions
under various conditions of solar activity and seasonal weather.
SCIENTIFIC RATiONAL AND CRITERIA FOR AXEE
Solar disturbanc. s are often associated with geomagnetic au • 	 ctivity, and the
:appearance of electron showers precipitating into the upper ) sphere at nuroral
zone IMitudes. The energy spectrum associated with such electrons lies below
150keV 9 , c:iusing the electrons to deposit most of their available energy in the
vicinity of 901,m altitude. A small percentage of this energy is then locally con-
verted into X-ray bremsstrnhlung radintion l() which :appears as X-ray aurorae.
Downward directed \-ray transfer the energy to stratospheric levels i I \%,here
modification of ozone concentrations, ionization, and of other parameters is in-
duced. If under cert:iin conditions, such modification can affect the troposphere
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through filtering; of solar ultraviolet radiation or through changes in conductivity,
then the final link in the suggested trigger mechanism may be identified.
The bremsstrahlung formed radiates nearly isotropically 10 . Thus a top-ride
i
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X-ray camera (AXEF.), as depicted in Fig;. 1, can remotely sense this radiation
to determine the emitted X-ray energy spectrum, as well as the temporal and
•
	
	
geographical extent of the energy deposition. The measured X-ray energy Spec-	 i
trum can be used to reconstruct the electron flux and energy spectrum respon-
sible for the emitted radiation and, most important, determine the stratospheric
i	 r	 depths to which this radiation penetrates. More energetic X-rays penetrate
deeper thereby producing more significant modification of important minor con-
stituents at lower altitudes.
Although the principal source of such X-ray bremsstrahlung -,)ccurs in the au-
rural region from large fluxes of precipitating electrons, recent evidence
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Fig. 1 Atmospheric X-rays under Observation from Spacelab
I.
suggests the intermittent existence of an equally intense belt of quasi-trapped
electrons at the magnetic equatorl2, 1a. The ex periment describcil here will
also investigate the scope andvariahilitvof this intriguing equatorial pelt; to
assist in the explanation of the electron origin, and to determine the electron
influence on equatorial stratospheric behavior.
The bremsmtrahlung production process converts betwec-, 10'' to 10-4 of the in-
coming electron euergy 10 , :ind we have determined that electron source fluxes
of 10" electrons em' 2 s-1  would Ike the minimum suihble for our study. Such
fluxes are typical during auroral substorm activity. On the high side, electron
fluxes approaching 10 11 em 2 s I with energy fluxes exceeding 112 ergs en s-I
are possible 14 . Localized intense regions %%ith a horizontal scale size less th:in
1000 km l5, If' would also occur during rela t ivistic electron precipitation events
(REPS). Since other energetic features may he more localized than REP'S,
AXEE has been designed with an imaging capability to permit resolution of
localized X-ray events with a linear scale of 200km from line of sight distances
up to 2000km, or about G°. The spectral iange of greatest interest lies between
5 and 1F,OkeV. Below 5keV radiation cannot penetrate to sufficient depth to have
any significant effect on stratospheric behavior.
These criteria also satisfy the necessary conditions for making the equatorial
observations, here, however, it will he desirable to have oceasionA viewing
capability in the zenith when crossing directly through the equatorial energetic
electron zone.
INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Investigation of the spatial, temporal, :end energetic distribution of the auroral
X-rays from Spacelah in a nominal orbit imposes field of view, spatial resolution,
exposure time, and spectral resolution constraints for the AXF.E camera and its
operation. Constraints are also imposed by the physics of the phenomena and by
the Spacelah environment. These have been used by us to develop the specifica-
tions shown in Table 1 for a shuttle based ,auroral X-ray camera system.
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Table 1
MEASUREIIENT REQUIREMENTS- SUMMARY
Parameter Range Limitations Instrument Requirements
Energy Range 5-150keV imaging Below 30keV
Sensitivity 0.1 Photons /cm 2 s Effective Collective
1 (--106 Electrons/cm's) Area - 500 cm'
Energy Resolution Bremsstrahlung Spectrum F11IIM - 20`.
Spatial Resolution 200kn: at 2000km Range 2°
Field of View
• Diverging Array 190° Scan 20° - 30 0	a
• Parallel Array 20 20	 •^
Time Resolution 1-60 seconds 1-iii ► seconds
Dynamic Range 106 - 10 1 1 elect rons 'cm 2 8 G decades of Sensitivity
The field of view and angular resolution have been adjusted to permit sever,il
"snapshots" (luring a preliminary search scan of approximately 190 	 Once a
suitable source is located, the instrument must be able to make a more detailed
investigation of the source, with higher spatial and energy spectral resolution.
L
-^	 The dynamic range for sensitivity should accommodate the full range of slant
P
distance to the source during orbital passage.
tBecause cf the steepness of the bremsstrahlung spectrum alnx>st all information
is contained in the energy range from 5 to 30keV 17,19,19 except for extremOy
hard spectra with e-folding energies exceeding 20keV. Given : ► n integrAion
time of 1 minute and an electron source flux of 10 (' cm - `S - ^ imaging is therefore
confined to this energy range.
The lower limit to the sensitivity of 0.1 photon em -Z s -1 has ahio been established
by considering background effects and their influence on properly shielded and
collimated X-ray detectors. The orbital and pointing characteristics of AXF.E
permit most X-ray observations to he conducted remotely, in a region %%here
the number of background electrons are mininin, 20 . In determining the back-
ground effects, we have considered electrons, protons, alpha particles, and
cosmic rays reaching the detector. In addition, bremsstrahlung photons caused
by electron impact with detector materials, radioactivation of detector and
r
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detector housing; by impacting charged particles, and inherent detector noise
have also been taken into account.
iNSTRUMENT 1w-scmPTION — AXEE
We have conducted a detailed study of candidate detectors bused on the require-
ments listed in 'fable 1. The chosen AXES detector represents the best com-
promise based on optimization of the scientific objectives and utilization of es-
sentiallY existing technol,;^,y.
Fig, 2 depicts an exploded view of the AXl • E detector system. A spntiall,y
sensitive high pressure gas proport'-inal counter its equipped with two multi-hole
collimator arrays, one on each side of its sensitive volume. One array has
parAlel-holes; the other, diverging-holes. This du:Il configuration enabler the
single instrument to operate in either a field imaging or point source mode,
when one on the other side is pointed toward the source.
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Fig. 2 AXES Imaging; Assemble
In the field imaging; mode, with the divergent collimator side painted at the
source, a fie!rl image is obtained because each spatial elcim-nt of the detector
views a different angular element of the source field. inverting; the camera on
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its mount through 190 0 restricts the detector to view only :I single resoked spot
of the source through the parallel hole collimator but with the full sensitive area
of he ion chambe r detector. The whole cameri, may then be scanned to build up
a picture of the source field.
Fig. 3 illustrates the layout of the detector and of its image-forming electrode
)	 wire grids. The detector consists of :I 	 of three multiwire proportional
counters. the outer two of which are used for anticoincidenee sWelding of the
central imaging counter. 'These are used in conjunction %%Ith the collimators to
minimize and discriminate agninst background effects. The nnticoincidence
counters are filled with 3 -5 atmospheres of an argon methane mixture and con-
tain a central anode plane with all anode wires tiedtog-Aherhetween two heryllium
window pressure contain , nent pbtes. Beryllium is chosen Wcause of its low
X-ray attenuation coefficient.
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Fit;. 3 Arrangement of Wire Planes and General Layout of
Detector System
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The central counter is filled with 3-5 atmospheres of a xenon-0O 2 mixture and
consists of two r -re planes symmetrically wound as a helical coil around a cen-
tral :mode 1 ► 1: ► nc. The ansxle consists of a planar zigiai; arrav of thin parallel
wires, orthogonal to the cathode helical windings. Spatial information (in the
position of a photon in the main g:is volume is obtained by induced pulses on the
zigzag (X-direction) and helical (y-direction) electrodes.
'fhe position readout of this detector is haled on the integral delay chanlber
concept developed by hamming :Ind Gilland 21 and the resistive anode wire read-
out system of Borkowski and Kopp22 . Fig. 4 displays a cross section of the de-
tector systeni. Consider :I 	 energetic photon which may Intert.et with a
xenon atom at a point Pin the drift space. The emitted electron liberates other
primary electrons, creating an electron cloud which drifts into the central coun-
ter through ^%Ireplane D. As the cloud approaches C, an avalanche of secondary
electrons is generated. These electrons are collected by the anode wire. Sinlul-
taneously, positive ions are repelled from the wire and induce a positive charge
on the helix and a negative charge on the anode. The anode acts as an RC-line
and carries the induced pulse to the *x and -y wire end-points. The helix acts
as In LC-delay line and carries the positive pulse to +y and -y. The arrival
time difference of each pulse to the end of its appropriate line provides spatial
information concerning the pulse position origin.
— —^ 1 0 mm Be WINDOW 0 V
Cm rANTICOINCIDENCE COUNTER — ANODE PLANE t5000 V) FILLEU WITH ARGON A
0 25 mm BERYLLIUM 0 V
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Fig. 4 Conceptual Configuration of biultiwire
Proportional Counter detector System
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Fig. 5 illustrates the system block di;rgram for the AXFE elect"Onics, The
signal processing for the x and y pulses are substantially Identical. Both pulse
sets arrive at their respective delay line terminators where they are first am-
plified by voltage sensitive pulse amplifiers, then passed through an idiriltional
stage of amplification and pulse shaping. Discriminators direct Ow 1-:ming sig-
nals to a time-to-height converte.- (THC). The THC Is a linear ramp activated
by the start signal and terminated by the stop signal. The voltage obtained by
the THC measures the difference In arrival time of the x and y signals anti
thereby provides the spatial origin of the avalanche pulse. Additional delay i'a
programmed in the stop sign:d to guarantee that the sta ►K pulse :dways precedes
the stop pulse. Analog-to-digital converters (ADC) digitize the outputs of the
Tlic , s, and the ADC outputs for each event are stored in accumulAors.
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Fig. 1•i AXEE System Block M igr:im
The two preamplifier sigmils of the anode pl:ine are also summed, integrated,
and amplified in a separate chain, to register the energy deposited in the cham-
ber by the X-ray event. ']'his signal is analyzed by a pulse height analyzer(PIIA)
and a1-;o stored in nn nccumul;rtor. [fence, each X-ray event genenites pulse
^I
	 height (energy) and spatial information.
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Charged particles such as electrons will leave :in ionization trail in either or
both multiwire anticoincidence counters. The outputs from these counters are
used to veto th.; main counter outputs. The veto signal is generated in the logic
by combining the anticoineidence counter signals. Individu:+l rates of each coun-
ter are accumulated separately to give a measure of the charged particle back-
ground. By pulse shapeanalysis, lower energy X-rays may also be detected in
the outermost thin counter.
Table 2 summarizes the AXEE characteristics and Table 3 provides a weight sum-
mary. A mech:finical design has been prepared for AXEE leading to the numbers
given here. The greatest uncertainity A this time concerns the choice of colli-
mator material. The collimator weight shown is for a worst case (heaviest)
situation, where solid lead is employed. The data here refer to %% , eight and
power of the camera itself, excluding any affiliated support systems, such as
the camera mount.
Table 2
AXEE CIIAIZACTERISTICS
r
.w
C
c
Pa ramete .
Overall Dimensions
Physical Detector Area
Effective Detector Area
Weight (excluding SIPS)
Power (excluding SIPS)
Energy Range
Energy Resolution
Angular Resolution
Field of View:
• Diverging Array
• Parallel Array
Pointing Are
Data Rate
Dimension
44.:3 by 44.3 by 35.4 cm i
1000 cm'
— x,00 cm'
102 hg
10.2 Watts
5 to 150 keV
—20 percent FWHM
10-50
20-30°
2°
90° x 3600
20 kbit s -
10
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Table 3
WEIGHT SUMMARY FC
Component
dousing (center portion, av 0.375 steel)
Collimator housing (AL)
Collimators (two each of Pb)
Wire frames (ccr:imie)
lie windows
Electronics
Gas zomponents plus miscell:incous
3.1
2.2
5.0
5.0
Total
	
192.4 kg
OPERATION OF AXI • E FROM SHUTTLE
The primary observing goals with the AXFi :ire to examine the i •:arth's auroral
regions for N- ray sources and study these in detail once they :i re located. On
each orbital pass toward or • over the auroral zones, the AXED: must be maneuvered
to point in their direction, to scan the horizon, and to track on specific features.
This must occur- while the Spacelah swings by with rapid changes in the relative
orientation of the source with respect to the stabilized Spacelah. It is therefore
necessary to mount the AXES on an independent pointing system capable of pro-
viding the pointing accuracy, stability, track rates, and raster increments re-
quired by the experimenhI observations.
Of the various pointing systems under consideration for Spacelah use, the inter-
mediate sized small instrument pointing system (SIPS) appears to be the hest
choice for AXEE. The SIPS is an alt-azimuth type instrument mount which is
attached to a Spacelah Pallet as shown in Figs. G and 7. II will ix v rmit f ile AXEF
to he pointed to any part of the hemisphere outside the Shuttle Bay, and to hold
that orientation or t rick a source to within ' 1 arc second. The AXEE is 'mounted
within the SIPS instrument canister v%Mch also provides the thermal control
shroud and the roll control of the ANEE alx)ut its optical axis. Kell-orient:ition
will :allow the AXEF field of view to mnint:iin tangency to the X-ray :iuror:d hori-
zon during an orbital pass Profnctive doors on either end of the canister \c ill be
opened during observations.
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The pointing; drive sigi ► als can be derived from intermd sensors or from the
Spacelab computer, This permits the paylond specialist to direct the observing
program by interacting; through the Spacelab computer.
Since the A`CEE is desipled to ch.ing e from a wide angle field imaging movie to a
spot resolution angle field for low intensit 'v source studies V,y reversing; the op-
tical axis orientation, the SIPS must be reoriented through 180' from the selected
point. Phis is 0111,01-: ► ted in Fig. S. It is performed 1 ►y a combination of a 180°
rotation :ibout the course aiimuthal gimbal and a 90' rotation about the elevntion
gimbal. The total time fo • the reversal maneuver, including closing and ol ►cn ► ng
of sensor doors, is estimated to be 1 .5 minutes,
4
RASTER
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rig. s Iteorientation of SIPS to change from linage
Pointing End to Raster Pointing , End
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1All data generated by AXES. Is form:uteri by the ;nstr •ument control unit and sent
to the standard remote acquisition unit (It.AU) which is provided by Spacelui;.
'rhe RAU communicates with the orbiter experiment control :ind display systems,
including*, comrands sent to the experiment, via the d:ita bus. Such commands
would control switching and adjusting; the high voltage supplies used by the pro-
portional counters, inst rument calibration, protective door closures, and AXES
'	 roll position adjustment.
The y payload specialist will observe the X-ray sources on n two dimension:+l
video monitor nt the payload specialist station. hrom these image dispinys he
can determine the orcurence and location of specific sources. The ensuing; com-
mand sequence through the RAU would be an iterative process, with updated im-
aging; providing*, information necessary to establish decisions relating; to Integra-
tion time, source point vs. inrcge mode, and raster sire. Some imaging would
also be relayed to ground to permit real time consultations between the payload
specialists and ground based specialists.
We have also evaluated the expected time in each observing; lone assuming; a
nominal orbit at 400km with an inclination of 55% 'rhe calculations assume
that AXFE could view an nuroral event at a maximum observing; distance of
20001cm, and that L ­5 constitutes the lowest magnetic latitude at which an auroral
event may be located. These calculations have established , in average viewing
time of 28 minutes per orbit (Northern „nd Southern hemisphere combined). If
a specific localized event were located near t.0° latitude, itwould he observable
for four minutes per orbit and for six consecutive orbits. These numbers are
useful to appraise the expected time that a payload specialist might be required
to devote to AXES, especially after discovery of an important localized event.
SUMMARY AIVI) CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed AXES as an experiment for Spacelab, to investigate certain
physical processes responsible for encrgy transfer from the thermosphere to
the stratosphere, which are hypothesized as explanations for certain types c
solar-terrestrial weather correlation. We have also proposed the establish-
ment of a Shuttle Solar — Weather facility of which AXES would be a part, to
1 l
r
apermit a more comprehensive study of the suggested physical processes and
interactions. The definition of such a facility has been undertaken within our
current effort.
AXFF. will measure the spatial, tcmixiral, and energy distribution of auroral
\-rays prculuce(I by precipitating electrons. The instrument is composed of a
spatially sensitive multiwire proportional counter, combined with collimators
to produce X-ray images of the aurora. it will he mounted on an intermediate
size precision pointing platform such as the SIPS, to provide the required atti-
tude control. The system will ire under operational control of the payload
specialist in orbit, augmented by real time contacts with the ground science
team. It will also feature autom:itic computer controlled observing features.
Following are the most important study results which have an impact on the
instrument desigii.
1. The energy range of the instrument %%ill cover 5 to 150keV, with
imaging for the spectrum below 30kcV. Energy resolution of the oh-
served spectrum will lie 20'' 1'\\'11;\1.
f	 2. The instrument will have a sensitivity of 0. 1 photons'cm = s as dictated
for a source of linear dimension 2001;m A  range of ?00( ► l;m, caused
by an electron source flux of 10 6 /cm's. This will require an effective
detector collection area of 500 cm' .
3. The horizontal spatial resolution will be 3-5°, as specifies) by the linear
dimension-range requirements ilx-)ve.
4. The horizontal field of view will he 20-:30 0 . hence for a scan of 1800,
we will obtain G-9 iniages.
5. Time resolution for image formation should be 1 to 60 seconds. The
upper limit is requires! to image events at maximum sensitivity without
smearing due to platform motion. The lower limit will permit imaging
of bright but short term events.
F. The dynamic r:inge of tit. detector \^ ill )w G decades, to cover antici-
pated variability iIn. ilux aPri source distance.
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